The astrologer sits in his consulting room "Before a Square Table, covered with a greene Carpet, on which lay a huge Booke in *Folio*, wide open, full of strange Characters, such as the *Ægyptians* and *Chaldaens* were never guiltie of." The room is furnished "with all the superstitious or rather fayned Instruments of his cousening Art." This is John Melton's 1621 caricature of an astrologer. To find him, he explains, you followed a gaggle of women down the backstreets of London to his house. When you arrive, you can ask, for a price, the whereabouts of lost or stolen goods, how many children you will have, or the cause of your disease. In exchange for money the astrologer will give you many words of little value. Melton presents the astrologer as a fraud who trades in fake learning and empty results.^[1](#f01){ref-type="fn"}^

This article is about the book on the astrologer's table. This is a casebook. Casebooks are all that survives from early modern encounters between medical practitioners and their patients. Some were produced by astrologers, others by physicians. They derive from a range of intellectual traditions, and they share a common purpose: to document medical encounters. Historians have used casebooks to study experiences of illness and healing, while exercising caution in reading them as direct representations of the patients' perspective and supplementing them with letters, diaries and other ego documents.^[2](#f02){ref-type="fn"}^ This article is the first study to take [](#P-596){#P-596 ref-type="other"} casebooks, as material and intellectual artifacts of medical practice, as its subject. It raises questions about how many early modern practitioners wrote casebooks, and how and why they kept them. It also situates these records within broader trends in "paper technologies," scholarly practices, and the production of medical knowledge.^[3](#f03){ref-type="fn"}^ Finally, it identifies extant casebooks and related documents and provides a framework for modern scholars to use them critically.

"Casebook" is a collective term for a variety of records of practice, mostly generated by literate men, unpolished, not for the ready use of an intended reader. Like other sorts of early modern life writing, they often take the form of lists rather than narratives.^[4](#f04){ref-type="fn"}^ Some are modeled on diaries, recording day-to-day practice, and shaped by mercantile habits of account keeping. Others draw on scholarly conventions of note taking and commonplacing.^[5](#f05){ref-type="fn"}^ Whether kept by astrologers, physicians, [](#P-597){#P-597 ref-type="other"} apothecaries, surgeons, or others, or written during the consultation or after the fact, casebooks were material products of the early modern medical encounter. They need to be considered as artifacts of and instruments in healing dynamics.

Simon Forman's and Richard Napier's Casebooks
=============================================

One of the astrologers mentioned by Melton is Simon Forman, probably the most popular astrologer in Elizabethan London. Forman quarreled with the London College of Physicians, and his reputation included equal measures of quackery, demonic magic, and womanizing. His casebooks for 1596--1603 record roughly ten thousand consultations, mostly in his hand, occasionally written by an assistant. Forman's practices were continued by Richard Napier, a Buckinghamshire clergyman who became Forman's astrological protégé in the late 1590s. Napier kept casebooks from 1597 until his death in 1634, written by both himself and assistants. Together Forman's and Napier's casebooks fill fourteen thousand pages and document eighty thousand consultations. This is the largest set of records of its kind, and Napier's is the only complete surviving set of early modern casebooks. The richness of this material is matched by its inaccessibility. They are astrological records written in rushed handwriting and cryptic notation.^[6](#f06){ref-type="fn"}^

Most of Forman's and Napier's records are for horary interrogations, calculations based on the positions of the stars when a question was asked. The astrologer recorded the client's name and age, whether the client appeared in person or sent a message, the question posed, and always the moment at which the consultation began or the message arrived. Drawing [](#P-598){#P-598 ref-type="other"} a figure, or chart, mapping the positions of the stars for that moment, the astrologer recorded his judgment and, in some cases, a prediction, remedy, recommended course of action, payment, or outcome. Prescriptions, payments, and consultations to which the astrologer traveled were recorded in separate notebooks. Astrology provided a formula for recording systematic records.

Analyses of Forman's and Napier's casebooks have centered on the popularity of astrologers, especially with women.^[7](#f07){ref-type="fn"}^ Melton and twentieth-century historians, notably Keith Thomas and Michael MacDonald, ask why so many people considered the astrologers' art to be credible and argue it was a solace for the anxieties of everyday life in early modern England.^[8](#f08){ref-type="fn"}^ Such explanations rely on functional arguments and risk reducing the medical encounter to a pristine transaction between two calculating individuals. As I have proposed elsewhere, a more fruitful set of questions might focus on why the astrologers recorded systematic information and what these records reveal about the dynamics of healing. Horary astrology was integral to Forman's and Napier's procedures and casebooks embody this: as material objects they were present in the consultation. The patient did not necessarily believe in astrology; rather, the astrologer had to establish his authority and to negotiate a judgment about the nature of the disease and the possible therapies for it. Gender, moreover, was a defining feature of Forman's practice, not because women were more ill, but because their health was tied to their reproductive capacity. This made astrology, according to Forman, particularly necessary in dealing with women's health. The astrologer could discern his patients' often-concealed sexual activities and emotional preoccupations. The astrologer and his patient negotiated an exchange of trust for true judgments. Casebooks were central to this dynamic. They were instruments for judging the causes of disease, status objects demonstrating the astrologer's expertise, and records of these practices. With pen and paper, the astrologer located each patient within the cosmos and signaled his authority to do so.^[9](#f09){ref-type="fn"}^[](#P-599){#P-599 ref-type="other"}

This analysis risks fetishizing the astrologer's pen, making it the defining tool in encounters between vulnerable women and potent men. My work to identify other English casebooks began to assess the representativeness of Forman's and Napier's records, in terms of the numbers of clients and the proportion of women among them. It soon became clear that before we could answer these questions, we needed a better understanding of the history of medical record keeping in early modern England.

What Is a Casebook?
===================

To identify casebooks, I also needed to define them. The term "casebook" seems to date from the late seventeenth century, when it was used in a legal context; it was applied to medicine only in the middle of the eighteenth century.^[10](#f10){ref-type="fn"}^ Casebooks are serial records of practice. When written by physicians, surgeons and apothecaries, they contain records of medical consultations. Astrological casebooks are related, but distinct. They record medical questions alongside consultations about, for instance, marital fortune and the identity of a thief. Many practitioners did not label their collections, but some called them various sorts of books ("bosom book," "book of judgments," "book of remedies"), "journals," "experiments and cures," or, in the Latin tradition, "cures," "cases," "diaries," "histories," or "observations." The term "casebook" usefully indicates a body of manuscripts that record a series of consultations, but these documents do not constitute a prescribed genre uniform in mode of production, content, or epistemology.

The richest surviving casebooks---by Joseph Binns, Theodore de Mayerne, John Symcotts, and Thomas Willis---are highlighted by other scholars. The Sloane Collection contains many more, catalogued as medical observations, cases, case notes, and diaries. I trawled manuscripts classified as medical and astrological notes, limiting my study, with one eye on Forman and Napier, to England and stopping in 1700. After this date medical records became more common and formulaic.^[11](#f11){ref-type="fn"}^ These papers were inconsistently or often erroneously catalogued, and survival rates were poor. I identified thirty-six sets of medical and eleven sets of astrological casebooks. This represents the work of a small fraction of the [](#P-600){#P-600 ref-type="other"} English practitioners circa 1450 to 1700. We do not know how many others wrote casebooks. Some may have recorded particular cases of note, others a full series of their daily practices. We know, for instance, that William Drage, an apothecary--physician known for his medical work on witchcraft, recorded fourteen hundred medical cases from 1658 to at least 1664. These are lost.^[12](#f12){ref-type="fn"}^ Where the miscellaneous papers of practitioners do survive, such as those of Philip Moore, who recorded remedies and copies of alchemical works in Northampton in the 1570s,^[13](#f13){ref-type="fn"}^ and the better-known collections of William Butler (1535--1618), the Cambridge physician with elite contacts, we do not know whether they recorded casebooks that are now missing.^[14](#f14){ref-type="fn"}^ The surviving examples are the product of the practices of collecting and preserving records as much as of producing them.^[15](#f15){ref-type="fn"}^

While the surviving astrological casebooks follow a format much like Forman's and Napier's, the medical casebooks are more diverse. Some were written by unknown practitioners, others record only a few dozen cases. The intractability of these papers prompted me to see them as artifacts of medical practice as much as records of once meaningful information. Combined with evidence for medical record-keeping habits in printed medical works, and reflexive comments by practitioners about their practices, it is possible to identify some basic trends across the period.

Before summarizing these trends, it must be noted that casebooks, by definition, were written by literate practitioners. Some had received more formal education. Roughly half are in Latin, half in English, with some using both languages. This project encompasses literate practitioners; it is not restricted to learned physicians. Only one woman appears among the scores of practitioners discussed in this article.

Within learned medicine, the case had been a recognized problem since antiquity. In the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries European medical writings increasingly detailed narratives of particular cases and particular cures, especially if they were unusual in some way.^[16](#f16){ref-type="fn"}^ Recent scholarship has charted shifts from the medieval *experimentum* and *curatio* to the rise of observation as an epistemic genre in the sixteenth century; cases demonstrating a physician's successful cures were replaced by case [](#P-601){#P-601 ref-type="other"} histories centering on the patient and his disease.^[17](#f17){ref-type="fn"}^ Astronomers instituted sustained regimes of observation in the late fifteenth century, fueling a growing interest in particulars and the practices of observation across various disciplines, including medicine.^[18](#f18){ref-type="fn"}^ In the sixteenth century, attention to medical cases was also prompted by the recovery of ancient medical texts, especially Galen's analyses of his cases and the recently translated Hippocratic *Epidemics*.^[19](#f19){ref-type="fn"}^ In 1573, Francois Valleriola, who held the chair of medicine in Turin, wrote, "\[Hippocrates\] wrote on tablets all that he saw occurring in the sick person, and narrated the complete *historia* of the disease and what happened to the sick each day, each hour, each moment, giving specifically the name of each person.... " Modeling his practices on Hippocrates, he then "reworked for general use the things I wrote down, taking into considerations only those diseases that appeared to me most dangerous and of dubious treatment."^[20](#f20){ref-type="fn"}^ Here we see two stages of writing: the doctor wrote initial notes, and subsequently reworked exceptional cases for his readers. The second stage has interested historians of knowledge; the first stage documents the role of writing, either at the time or from memory later in the day, in the medical encounter. The processes of producing medical records are the subject of this article. To understand these processes, we need to study their products.

Practices of recording medical records---patient's name, date, place, recipes and remedies used, and outcome of the case---had spread among [](#P-602){#P-602 ref-type="other"} learned physicians in the second half of the sixteenth century, beginning in the Italian universities circa 1550, then advocated by the Parisian Hippocratics in the 1570s.^[21](#f21){ref-type="fn"}^ Attention to the epistemic implications of medical observations was codified in Baconian experimentation and the culture of fact in the middle of the seventeenth century. Francis Bacon had echoed earlier scholars when he lamented that physicians had lost "the ancient and serious diligence of Hippocrates, which used to set down a narrative of the special cases of his patients, and how they proceeded, and how they were judged by recovery or death."^[22](#f22){ref-type="fn"}^ This story culminates in the histories of diseases written by Thomas Sydenham, known as the English Hippocrates, from the 1660s, typically understood as marking a shift in the object of medical inquiry from the patient to the disease.^[23](#f23){ref-type="fn"}^ Alongside and contributing to these epistemic shifts, the record-keeping habits of doctors changed: they borrowed scholarly methods and paper technologies from state administration and financial accounting to record details of their practices. They were trained, for instance, to collect commonplaces, not cases.^[24](#f24){ref-type="fn"}^

In the English context, these narratives could be expanded to encompass the wrangling over medical politics in the 1650s and 1660s. Proponents of Helmontian medicine drew a lineage between Hippocratic record keeping and their methods. After the Restoration, medical records featured in the efforts of the College of Physicians to reinvent itself as a learned society. Through the 1660s some of its members gathered in regular juntos focused on "histories of diseases" from their own practices and other remarkable cases.^[25](#f25){ref-type="fn"}^ It was also proposed that hospital physicians should "keep exact accounts" of their cases, successful and not, and that these should be registered in the college archives.^[26](#f26){ref-type="fn"}^

This attention to the production of medical knowledge ensures that doctors are included within historical epistemology, yet misses an opportunity to use the "materiality of medical writing" to revisit questions about [](#P-603){#P-603 ref-type="other"} medical encounters and the creation of the medical subject.^[27](#f27){ref-type="fn"}^ These are old themes in the history of medicine. In 1976, building on Erwin Ackerknecht's writings about what doctors do, Nicholas Jewson schematized the modes of production of medical knowledge, positing the "disappearance of the sick man" with the shift from bedside to hospital to laboratory medicine circa 1770 to 1870. For Jewson, bedside medicine perceived the sick man as a person, hospital medicine as a "case," and laboratory medicine as a cell complex. In bedside medicine, the patient's narrative mattered; "diagnosis was founded upon extrapolation from the patient's self report of the course of his illness."^[28](#f28){ref-type="fn"}^ The form of the encounter between a patient and a practitioner shaped the medical subject. Jewson, as far as I am aware, did not reflect explicitly on the nature of the medical record.

For Jewson, physicians practicing in hospitals classified their cases by replacing "verbal analysis of subjectively defined sensations and feelings" with physical examination and observable organic structures.^[29](#f29){ref-type="fn"}^ Case records are here the product of the hospital. They were systematic and quantifiable. In Jewson's narrative, the place of the patient shifts as the medical cosmology changes. Bedside medicine produces narratives about individuals; hospital medicine produces cases, which constitute collections of observable data. Jewson's definition of medical case was shaped by the hospital medicine of eighteenth-century Paris. This is the arena that produced the objective, natural body problematized by Barbara Duden in her study of women's bodies through the printed observations of Johann Storch in eighteenth-century Germany. She argues, "The reality of this 'body' was the product of these descriptions \[medical observations\], and not vice versa, for what took hold was the belief that these clinical descriptions truly grasped and reproduced 'reality.'"^[30](#f30){ref-type="fn"}^ Jewson and Duden are responding to Michel Foucault's trope about the clinical gaze and the creation of the medical subject.^[31](#f31){ref-type="fn"}^ With a turn to the patient, historians of medicine began to consider medical narratives by patients and practitioners [](#P-604){#P-604 ref-type="other"} and the conventions of medical record keeping.^[32](#f32){ref-type="fn"}^ Casebooks became key sources for histories of medical encounters, but few scholars succeeded in identifying sources as rich as Napier's casebooks and Storch's observations, or bringing the methodological mastery of MacDonald or Duden to bear on them.^[33](#f33){ref-type="fn"}^

To make best use of casebooks, we need to understand that they are historical artifacts as well as documents of past practices. Conventions for recording casebooks drew on changing forms of writing practices across a range of social, practical, and disciplinary arenas. The English casebooks with known provenance were written by practitioners ranging from literate artisans to university-trained physicians, partaking in widespread changes in writing practices that began in the sixteenth century with the increased availability of paper and shifting forms of literacy and scholarship.^[34](#f34){ref-type="fn"}^ They seem to have been modeled on or are at least analogous to three sorts of writing: diaries, registers, and testimonials. Before considering these, it is instructive to compare the modes in which astrologers and physicians produced written records.

Astrological and medical casebooks are both serial records of practice. Conceptually, astrology and medicine were predictive arts, founded in the reading of signs, whether celestial or somatic.^[35](#f35){ref-type="fn"}^ Astrology was taught within the medical curriculum in European universities from the thirteenth century.^[36](#f36){ref-type="fn"}^ Astronomy, astrology, and medicine are credited with having [](#P-605){#P-605 ref-type="other"} provided the foundations for the rise of observation as an epistemic genre.^[37](#f37){ref-type="fn"}^ Learned medicine is useful for orienting the practices of Forman, Napier, and their contemporaries, but many English medical practitioners were not educated in the universities. Moreover, the use of horary astrology was generally frowned upon by learned physicians.^[38](#f38){ref-type="fn"}^ Horary charts, based on the moment the question was asked, were sketched during the consultation. All forms of astrology required written computations. Astrologers needed to work on paper, while medical practitioners did not.

This distinction between astrological and medical records brings into focus the place of writing in early modern medical practices. Like the astrologers' casebooks, medical diaries or journals were a first record of practice. Written during, or shortly after, a medical consultation, they were ordered by date with the patient's name, the disease, the treatment, and occasionally a payment. The authors of medical diaries set out the headings and margins of the page appropriate to their needs. Like a shop book, a diary could fulfill its purpose simply by being written, providing a record of practice. Many medical diaries, like other forms of early modern writing, make sense within the model of textual transmission borrowed from financial bookkeeping. As merchants kept wastebooks transferred into ledgers and scholars kept memoranda digested into commonplaces, so medical practitioners kept diaries extracted into collections of recipes or commonplace books ordered by body part or disease. Often these were termed observations.^[39](#f39){ref-type="fn"}^ The term "casebook" encompasses all of these forms of medical writing.

Administrative registers provided a second model for casebooks, often recorded in tall, narrow volumes, half the width of a folio page. This format was often used for keeping lists, which included registers, accounts, and inventories. Less concretely, the literary practices of ships' officers probably shaped the habits of ships' doctors. John Woodall's 1617 instructions for surgeons include regular record keeping, and the records of [](#P-606){#P-606 ref-type="other"} John Conney in the 1660s and William Cockburn in the 1690s provide evidence that such casebooks were written.^[40](#f40){ref-type="fn"}^ From the 1660s, registers were kept of the people who received the royal touch for the king's evil. These lists ensured that no person was touched more than once, and were later printed as evidence of the efficacy of the practice.^[41](#f41){ref-type="fn"}^ However, there is little direct evidence for the influence of administrative registers on the record-keeping habits of specific practitioners.^[42](#f42){ref-type="fn"}^

Finally, some casebooks seem to have been written as evidence of sound practices or successful cures, perhaps prompted by the dangers or practicing chymical medicine or modeled on Italian cure testimonials. These were produced by folk healers to advertise their services and justify their practices to the medical authorities. They may have contributed to the increasing practice of collecting cases, which testified to a practitioner's expertise, often in instances where the effectiveness of the remedy could not be justified on doctrinal grounds.^[43](#f43){ref-type="fn"}^ English examples include John Clarke's 1602 pamphlet advertising the names of people he and other chymists had cured over the preceding two decades. As Clarke notes, printing "publike observations" of one's cures was standard practice among Europe's learned physicians and England's producers of special oils and waters.^[44](#f44){ref-type="fn"}^ In the 1630s another irregular London practitioner, John Evans, printed his cures alongside customer testimonials to advertise an antimonial cup that imparted a gentle purging effect to wine.^[45](#f45){ref-type="fn"}^ The force of written cases against accusations of malpractice also motivated eminent physicians to keep casebooks.[](#P-607){#P-607 ref-type="other"}

If casebooks can be like diaries, registers, or testimonials, what is excluded from the definition? It is in part negative, and the presence of medical cases amid other sorts of notes confirms the fluidity of early modern record-keeping practices. A casebook is not a collection of medical information, such as that made by Nathaniel Johnston, the Yorkshire physician, who kept individual case notes with extracts from medical works and recipes circa 1670 to 1690 in what falls under the loose heading commonplace book.^[46](#f46){ref-type="fn"}^ Nor are commonplace books that record information about diseases and treatments.^[47](#f47){ref-type="fn"}^ Medical curiosities---recovery from gunshot and dog bite---are also discounted.^[48](#f48){ref-type="fn"}^ So too are collections of recipes, even if they name the people for whom they were prescribed, though the prescriptions books on which they are based might be included. These forms of writing, along with collections of astrological genitures and nativities, are cognate to the casebooks.^[49](#f49){ref-type="fn"}^ Many of them are useful in discerning who kept medical records and for what purpose.

Having defined casebooks as serial records of practice, and situated them in terms of developments in learned medicine and paper technologies, the following sections consider the records themselves, taking astrological and medical casebooks in turn. Attention to the records focuses our attention on the various working processes that produced them.

Astrological Records
====================

I examined eleven sets of astrological records dating from the mid-fifteenth to the late seventeenth centuries. Richard Trewythian's astrological casebooks are the earliest, and are probably representative of others that are lost.^[50](#f50){ref-type="fn"}^ He recorded several dozen calculations from 1442 to 1458, noting them in the margins of his astronomical tables as well as in a separate notebook that also contained occasional notes about medical practice, book dealing, and money lending.^[51](#f51){ref-type="fn"}^ From the fifteenth century, astrologers became increasingly reflexive about their records. What had begun [](#P-608){#P-608 ref-type="other"} as instruments of analysis came to be seen as records of practice. In the Holy Roman Empire in the 1540s, Johannes Schöner collected notes of astrological events from four generations of scholars, posthumously published in the *Nachlass observationes*.^[52](#f52){ref-type="fn"}^ In 1555, Thomas Bodier, a French astrologer and physician, published fifty-five decumbitures from the previous decade.^[53](#f53){ref-type="fn"}^ Back in England, in the 1570s an anonymous astrologer recorded twenty pages of nativities and horary questions.^[54](#f54){ref-type="fn"}^

Nothing prepares us to find Forman recording eighteen hundred consultations a year in the 1590s. His manuscripts suggest he began practicing in the 1580s and kept regular records from the early 1590s.^[55](#f55){ref-type="fn"}^ In 1597 Forman began to teach Napier, who used Forman's methods as the basis of his record-keeping habits for the next three decades.^[56](#f56){ref-type="fn"}^ The occasional contribution by assistants is a reminder that early modern record keeping was often a collective endeavor. Napier relied especially on his curate and medical assistant, Gerence James, who contributes to Napier's casebooks and may have kept his own records.^[57](#f57){ref-type="fn"}^ Napier's practice was continued by his nephew Sir Richard Napier (1607--76) at least through to the 1660s.^[58](#f58){ref-type="fn"}^ Other evidence from the early seventeenth century is scarce. Two anonymous volumes record astrological cases, in much smaller numbers, from the 1610s and 1620s.^[59](#f59){ref-type="fn"}^ William Bredon, who held a living in a Buckinghamshire parish from 1616 to 1638, had a busy astrological practice, but his records do not survive.^[60](#f60){ref-type="fn"}^ In the 1630s Jeffrey Le Neve (1579--1653), after a failed career as a merchant and politician in Great Yarmouth, reinvented himself as an astrologer and moved to London. His casebooks are lost, but he extracted records of five hundred consultations from 1635 to 1641 into "Vindicta astrologiae judiciariae, or, The Vindication of Judiciarie Astrologie," indexed by client's name and question.^[61](#f61){ref-type="fn"}^[](#P-609){#P-609 ref-type="other"}

The traffic across the pages of Forman's and Napier's casebooks is matched by records from the 1640s. John Booker's casebooks from 1648 to 1665 contain a thousand cases a year, systematically written in shorthand.^[62](#f62){ref-type="fn"}^ The records of William Lilly, the most famous English astrologer in history, survive in an incomplete run from 1644 to 1666. Although unsystematic, at their peak, they record roughly two thousand cases a year.^[63](#f63){ref-type="fn"}^ In portraits, like other astrologers, Lilly is represented writing notes on loose sheets. As physicians handed out prescriptions, so astrologers may have presented their clients with astrological charts. Like Lilly's, the papers of Francis Bernard, an eminent Restoration apothecary and physician, record the sparse details of astrological cases, mostly genitures, with little order except the sequence of the consultations. He kept records of patients and prescriptions in separate notebooks.^[64](#f64){ref-type="fn"}^ The records of Nicholas Culpeper do not survive, and less is known about the record-keeping practices of the dozens of other seventeenth-century London astrologers.^[65](#f65){ref-type="fn"}^ In short, Forman's casebooks mark a turning point in the tradition, and his and Napier's records are more systematic and extensive than anything else that survives.

We would expect to find evidence about missing casebooks in the numerous astrological manuals printed in the second half of the seventeenth century.^[66](#f66){ref-type="fn"}^ Lilly includes a few examples in his astrological manual, *Christian Astrology* (1647). Culpeper's manuals are similarly lacking in cases.^[67](#f67){ref-type="fn"}^ William Salmon's medical works are rich with observations, while [](#P-610){#P-610 ref-type="other"} his astrological works present general rules without particular examples.^[68](#f68){ref-type="fn"}^ Astrologers kept written records, but they seldom drew examples from them to adorn their books.

By the middle of the century, astrologers began to adopt the language of observation and testimony, sometimes to teach or testify to good practice. Richard Saunders, an established London astrologer from the 1650s, set out detailed astrological rules without reference to cases, then appended a section of "experiments"^[69](#f69){ref-type="fn"}^ drawn from "diligent observation" as "this Art is better taught by practice than speculation."^[70](#f70){ref-type="fn"}^ Joseph Blagrave, an astrologer--physician in Reading, included only several examples from his 1671 astrological manual, noting that he "inserted in this Book, the Names, and Places of dwelling of sundry Persons who have been by me cured of such Infirmities and Griefs aforesaid, and how performed; that so others may be informed how to do the like."^[71](#f71){ref-type="fn"}^

The irony surrounding astrological casebooks from the 1650s is that Elias Ashmole collected and preserved the records of previous generations of practitioners, while most of the papers of his contemporaries, willfully or not, perished.

Medical Records
===============

Physicians, in theory, carried the authority of literate knowledge in their robes and ended the day at a writing table. Pen and paper featured in their consultations when they wrote prescriptions or jotted memoranda. As the extant casebooks attest, various sorts of medical practitioners used a range of documenting practices.

The most extensive surviving medical casebooks are those of the famous Huguenot and Royal physician, Theodore de Mayerne. He filled more than three thousand pages with elaborate narratives of roughly a thousand cases from 1603 to 1653 (probably half his total practice), written in beautiful script with drawings of trusses, wigs, and syringes in the margins.^[72](#f72){ref-type="fn"}^ Mayerne initially called his records "observationes medicinae," [](#P-611){#P-611 ref-type="other"} then in 1603 began a more digested volume of "ephemerides," that is, day-by-day records, highlighting the value of medical theory.^[73](#f73){ref-type="fn"}^ Fashioned as learned works, these documents may have had a more pragmatic impetus. Mayerne's habits were formed in Paris during the antimony wars, and like other chymical practitioners he may have begun keeping records to guard against accusations of malpractice.^[74](#f74){ref-type="fn"}^

At the other end of the spectrum are fragments of manuscripts containing a handful of cases on scraps of paper by unknown practitioners.^[75](#f75){ref-type="fn"}^ Most extant casebooks range from pocket books to large folios, record a few hundred cases, in either or both Latin and English, with some spanning months, others years. Almanacs, which often served as diaries, were also used to record medical records.^[76](#f76){ref-type="fn"}^ Often the hand is messy and the pages worn. Others, like Mayerne's, were later collected into neat notebooks. The most comprehensive are headed with a name, date, and complaint, then list a history, diagnosis, remedy/therapy, and, in limited examples, a payment; the simplest list a name, disease, date, or remedy.^[77](#f77){ref-type="fn"}^ Whether formatted like a diary or account book, written during a consultation or at the end of the day, or destined to be digested into observations or testimonials, these records share common features. They are all artifacts produced by the medical encounter.

Treating casebooks as found objects highlights how medical practitioners used writing as a tool for marking details or constructing narratives. Throughout the seventeenth century, English practitioners occasionally reflected on their record-keeping practices. Around 1600 Dr. Barker of Shrewsbury instructed the aspiring physician to "Note the patients name, day, houer, conditions of urin, disease, accidents, methal \[i.e., mettle, meaning spirit\], medicine, diet, government." The format of the notebooks, he concludes, should vary depending on the case: "greate long cures note in folio / shorter common cures that come or send in half syde or quarter / note visiting cures in a manuell \[i.e., pocket book\]."^[78](#f78){ref-type="fn"}^ Barker's casebooks are missing, but a fragment headed "Observations & [](#P-612){#P-612 ref-type="other"} cases in physic" shows him later digesting systematic records of the name, date, complaint, history, and remedy for a number of cases.^[79](#f79){ref-type="fn"}^

In 1617 John Woodall, the surgeon and proponent of chymical medicine, recommended that the best way to learn the art of surgery was to observe "the whole passages of the diseased people"; this included the instruction to "keepe a Jornall in writing of the daily passages of the voyage in that kinde," "of the unsuccessive applications, as of the successive."^[80](#f80){ref-type="fn"}^ Woodall encouraged students of surgery, like the Italian and Parisian students of physic in the previous century, to keep casebooks to aid their understanding of medicine.^[81](#f81){ref-type="fn"}^

With the recovery and translation of Hippocratic texts in the sixteenth century, the ancient doctor became a model physician, recording the case and cure.^[82](#f82){ref-type="fn"}^ In 1654, Culpeper translated a work by the German medical reformer Simeon Partlicius, which included an elaboration on ideas attributed to Hippocrates about the duties of a physician. Partlicius's list of the doctor's duties concludes with guidelines on how to order practice, overlapping with Woodall's advice to surgeons. He should keep a "Catalogue of Authors," a "Diary," a list of notable "observations," an herb garden, and a record of "his best Experiments in such an order that he may know redily how to find them." Each day should begin with remembering what he did the day before. In the afternoon he should gather simples, study medical books, and visit his patients. In the evening he should reflect on what he did during the day, perhaps updating his diary, and "commit something to memory."^[83](#f83){ref-type="fn"}^ This is the same method that an eighteenth-century editor ascribed to the author of a set of seventeenth-century records. These followed an "indigested Method" and were probably a "sort of Diary in which the Author might set down things for his own Remembrance, when he return'd from visiting his Patients."^[84](#f84){ref-type="fn"}^ Memory and paper technologies, equally necessary for the assiduous scholar, enabled a practitioner to document a consultation once he had left the bedside.^[85](#f85){ref-type="fn"}^[](#P-613){#P-613 ref-type="other"}

Thomas Willis kept casebooks from 1650 to 1652, while he was participating in a circle of experimental philosophy at Oxford and working as a physician.^[86](#f86){ref-type="fn"}^ He traveled to see his patients, and his one surviving notebook narrates fifty cases in a rushed Latin, probably, as the ideal scholar was advised, written at the end of the day and updated as the case progressed. Later Willis reflected that he wrote these notes as part of a Baconian program of study. Not finding the truths he was seeking in books, he "resolved with myself, to search into living and breathing Examples: and therefore sitting oftentimes by the Sick, I was wont carefully to search out their Cases, to weigh all the symptoms, and to put them, with exact Diaries of the Diseases, into writing; then diligently to meditate on these, and to compare some with others; and then began to adopt general Notions from particular Events. ... "^[87](#f87){ref-type="fn"}^ This was the practice of compiling a medical commonplace book.

In the 1670s, the Dorchester-based physician Thomas Burwell, later to become president of the Royal College of Physicians, wrote an anonymous work against a competing German physician, Friedrich Loss, who had implicated Burwell, badly, in one of his cases. Loss had published a collection of Latin observations based on his practice. Burwell sets out, against Loss, that the patient and what ails him are the sole subjects that concern the physician. Burwell writes, "It hath been a custom with me, especially in Patients or Diseases of more than ordinary remark, to keep a Diary of my Practice, partly for my Patients sake, that I may the better understand what should be done for them, or what at any time I have done that they found good in; partly for my own sake, that I might have the surer foundation to build my experience upon in Physic."^[88](#f88){ref-type="fn"}^ Also in the 1670s, the elderly Norfolk physician Sir Thomas Browne wrote to his son, Edward, "You did well to sett downe in your booke a kind of diarie of your practice; tis good providence so to doe, and it may bee usefull hereafter unto you."^[89](#f89){ref-type="fn"}^

Barker, Woodall, Culpeper, Willis, Burwell, and Browne shared a presumption that writing was a useful tool for medical practice and implied that records served a later purpose. Such records were not necessarily [](#P-614){#P-614 ref-type="other"} intended to endure. Recipes and cures recorded on erasable writing tablets by definition did not.^[90](#f90){ref-type="fn"}^ These practitioners nonetheless differed in their methods and intentions. Barker stresses that the book should be specific to the cure. For Woodall, records are didactic, and tied to the study of books of surgery and physic.^[91](#f91){ref-type="fn"}^ Culpeper, borrowing the voices of Partlicius and Hippocrates, emphasized that good medical practice was founded on notebooks, memory, and reason. Willis, at least in retrospect, saw his casebooks as part of a program of experimental philosophy. Burwell used his casebooks as a defensive record, kept initially for the benefit of the patient and in pursuit of reasoned medicine, later as a testament of good practice. Browne reminds us that early modern record keeping marked God's will.

Guided by these doctors, the remainder of this article charts the history of English casebooks. Within this narrative, all known casebooks, whether the manuscripts survive or their existence has been inferred from other sources, are analyzed according to three overlapping contexts: production, retention and reuse, and collection and printing. In terms of production, casebooks were modeled on scholarly practices of keeping diaries, commonplaces and observations, testimonials, or administrative registers. Diaries and observations dominate, often borrowing attributes from testimonials and registers. Placing each casebook requires attention to the level of learning of the author, format of the paper, layout of the page, ordering of the records, and whether the script is rough or fair. The retention and reuse of casebooks, and the motives for these practices, makes sense within the changing medical politics of the seventeenth century, especially in relation to the disputes about chymical physic and the influence of the new philosophy. Finally, the collection and printing of casebooks provides evidence for the creation of the medical record as a class of historical documents. Often the records resist this regime.

The earliest English casebooks are akin to diaries and account books. John Crophill, an Essex bailiff and medical practitioner, recorded the names of patients and treatments among his account books in the late fifteenth century.^[92](#f92){ref-type="fn"}^ This is not a series of medical cases, but it is a starting point for considering English casebooks. Then in the 1560s, a Scottish physician kept a remedy book listing the names of around 150 patients,^[93](#f93){ref-type="fn"}^ [](#P-615){#P-615 ref-type="other"} and a physician in Hampshire recorded cases amid recipes, accounts, and other miscellaneous notes from circa 1565 to 1573.^[94](#f94){ref-type="fn"}^ Edward Barlow, an apothecary repeatedly accused of practicing without a license by the London College of Physicians, recorded lists of patients and prescriptions from 1589 to 1590.^[95](#f95){ref-type="fn"}^ These are the decades when Forman was fashioning himself as an astrologer--physician and beginning to keep casebooks. By 1600, English medical practitioners were keeping casebooks in the forms of diaries and accounts.

I have associated diaries and account books as they are daily records of events or transactions, and were often kept together. Payments, however, are seldom found in casebooks, probably because practitioners wrote this information in separate books. Fewer than 3 percent of Forman's cases and 25 percent of Napier's cases record payments, while most medical casebooks record none.^[96](#f96){ref-type="fn"}^ There are three exceptions. Elizabeth Thompson, the Kendal midwife, is the first. Midwives usually recorded payment, but Thompson included details of her cases.^[97](#f97){ref-type="fn"}^ The experimental philosopher and physician Henry Power kept notes on his practice from 1665 to 1667, recording the patient's name, date, and disease and charges for each remedy, with lists of accounts and recipes at the front.^[98](#f98){ref-type="fn"}^ Finally, an anonymous practitioner recorded notes on alchemical texts and chymical recipes at one end of a notebook and listed further remedies and particular treatments from 1669 to 1674 at the other. Costs are included and the entries are crossed through, presumably to mark the payment of the debt.^[99](#f99){ref-type="fn"}^ Once a debt was paid, there was probably little incentive for practitioners to retain evidence of fees.

Most of the extant English casebooks are diaries written by practitioners who fashioned themselves as physicians, regardless of their level of formal learning. Despite Woodall's advice, limited numbers of surgical records survive. These, moreover, have little material difference from other casebooks, and are best treated alongside them. The exception is the casebook of Joseph Binns, the London surgeon whose practice has [](#P-616){#P-616 ref-type="other"} been studied by Lucinda Beier.^[100](#f100){ref-type="fn"}^ These evidence a haphazard system of record keeping with little evident scholarly imperative. Binns recorded 671 cases, probably only a sample of his practice, between 1633 and 1663.^[101](#f101){ref-type="fn"}^ He wrote most of his cases on long, narrow pages, or pages folded into narrow columns. Other papers, such as the note written in the margin of a printed work and torn out or pages that have been folded in a pocket, were probably wedged into the original notebook.^[102](#f102){ref-type="fn"}^ These papers are now bound into a large folio, leaving little indication of how Binns kept them. They include a date and sometimes a name at the top of the entry. Some are indexed by disease.^[103](#f103){ref-type="fn"}^

Elizabeth Thompson probably did not model her records on those of physicians. Nor did Hugh Platt, the London improver and entrepreneur, or George Hill, an unlicensed apothecary. Platt's casebooks are missing, but starting in 1605 he digested them into a book of cures, organized from "aches" to "ytch," and listed remedies and examples of successful cures under each heading.^[104](#f104){ref-type="fn"}^ In the late 1620s Hill similarly digested his casebooks into a book of "Experiments & Cures." He headed each case with its disease, followed by the patient's name, a narrative of the illness, and the cure.^[105](#f105){ref-type="fn"}^ Like cure testimonials from the previous century, Platt and Hill used their casebooks as the basis for collections of cures that worked.

The remaining casebooks were kept by people who fashioned themselves as physicians. From 1592 to 1607 the London physician Stephen Bredwell (or Bradwell), son-in-law to the eminent surgeon John Banister, kept a "Diarium practicum" in a tall, narrow notebook, recording the patient's name, complaint, and remedy, interspersed with recipes from other physicians.^[106](#f106){ref-type="fn"}^ Thomas Marwood, a physician, recorded date, name, disease, and prescriptions for a few dozen cases from October 1635.^[107](#f107){ref-type="fn"}^ A small chronological notebook records names, dates, and recipes for several hundred cases from 1636 to 1663, drawing a line under each case---a diary writing practice.^[108](#f108){ref-type="fn"}^ An unknown physician working in London circa [](#P-617){#P-617 ref-type="other"} 1638 to 1643 and Lancashire and Chester 1651 to 1662 kept notes of names, dates, sometimes a disease and copious quantities of prescribed medicines.^[109](#f109){ref-type="fn"}^

John Pratt, a physician at Trinity College, Cambridge, recorded cases and observations from 1646 to 1661. Like Bredwell, he used a tall, narrow ledger, devoting one page to each case, detailing the patient's name and date at the top, with the state of the disease, diagnosis, cure, and prescription listed below. Organized by date, the working nature of these records is confirmed by Pratt's addition of a patient index at the front.^[110](#f110){ref-type="fn"}^ William Petty, the Oxford professor of anatomy and later political arithmetician, recorded lists of prescriptions with names and dates, and sixty-seven "Observationes medicae et praxis," perhaps based on casebooks.^[111](#f111){ref-type="fn"}^ From 1655 to 1659 an anonymous London practitioner kept a compact chronological notebook in Latin. Patient names and sometimes addresses are noted in the left margin, with the recipe in the body of the text; dates are recorded at the end of some of the entries and, again, a line is drawn below each case.^[112](#f112){ref-type="fn"}^ In New England in the middle decades of the century, John Winthrop Jr., the esteemed social leader and advocate of chymical physic, kept records of his busy medical practice, typically noting in brief the patient's name, disease, and remedy.^[113](#f113){ref-type="fn"}^ Finally, as already noted, the ship's doctor John Conney wrote a "Diarium practicum" of six hundred remedies that he prescribed while at sea circa 1661 to 1664.^[114](#f114){ref-type="fn"}^

One of the common features of these casebooks is their inclusion of remedies. Further scrutiny of particular sets of records could provide evidence about whether physicians dispensed much medicine and little advice, as their opponents complained. Likewise, more work needs to be done on whether physicians sold their own preparations. What is clear is that remedies feature prominently in casebooks. Perhaps this was pragmatic. Recipes had long served to store and transmit bundles of empirical knowledge.^[115](#f115){ref-type="fn"}^ It is possible that the prescription of a remedy contributed to the likelihood that a case would be recorded. In some instances, a physician's [](#P-618){#P-618 ref-type="other"} prescriptions survive without associated case records. John Downes kept prescriptions written on long pieces of paper along with other medical and devotional notes in the 1670s.^[116](#f116){ref-type="fn"}^ The "diarie of your practice" for which Sir Thomas Browne praised his son Edward survives in the form of chronological notes of patients' names and the remedies he prescribed for them from 1675 to 1678. These may have complemented casebooks written over a longer period.^[117](#f117){ref-type="fn"}^ Manuscripts containing recipes may also have been retained when others were discarded.^[118](#f118){ref-type="fn"}^

The value of recording remedies is further evidenced in the collections of cases by named doctors made by third parties. Prescriptions and details of cures were collected as testaments to good practice. For instance, in Cambridge circa 1625 to 1628 an anonymous scribe collected around a hundred cases, mostly by John Gostlin, an established university physician, documenting his disputes with John Nichols. The records note practitioner, patient, an occasional date, symptoms, remedy, and the success of the cure. The scribe favored Goslin's treatments, and perhaps he was the apothecary who filled these prescriptions.^[119](#f119){ref-type="fn"}^ In a rare example of surviving physicians' prescriptions, Jeremiah Webbe, an Oxford apothecary, collected the original scripts for dozens of receipts in 1653.^[120](#f120){ref-type="fn"}^

Remedies similarly feature in more systematically ordered casebooks. An anonymous notebook from circa 1605 to 1611 records cases of cures, many effected through chymical remedies, alongside recipes and observations.^[121](#f121){ref-type="fn"}^ John Symcotts, a rural physician, selected records of eighty-three cases from his decades of practice in Huntingdonshire, Bedfordshire, and Cambridgeshire, evidencing his collection of medical recipes from numerous sources.^[122](#f122){ref-type="fn"}^ Percival Willughby, the Derbyshire physician and man-midwife, kept records, now missing, of cases from the 1630s through [](#P-619){#P-619 ref-type="other"} the 1670s, which informed his "Observations on childbirth."^[123](#f123){ref-type="fn"}^ Dr. Bate neatly collected roughly two hundred cases from 1654 to 1659 into an alphabetical notebook organized by name with the date in the left margin and prescriptions following.^[124](#f124){ref-type="fn"}^

There are examples of disease-centered collections. In the 1610s a practitioner collected several dozen cases alongside gynecological commonplaces.^[125](#f125){ref-type="fn"}^ More elaborately, John Hall, the Stratford physician and Shakespeare's son-in-law, assembled a chronological collection of 182 cases from 1611 to 1635, probably based on rough notes.^[126](#f126){ref-type="fn"}^ The first forty-six record name, age, date, disease, and prescription, then the format changes and each entry begins with a disease, followed by details of the case and then the name, age, and date. An index of diseases is included at the end of the volume. This collection is written in Latin and modeled on the *observationes* of learned physicians. Similarly, in 1652--53 the Northampton physician John Metford methodically recorded "Observationes & Curationes," heading each entry with the disease and a number, and digesting these into an index at the end. He also recorded copious remedies, correlating them to diseases.^[127](#f127){ref-type="fn"}^

Chymical practitioners continued to keep casebooks. The anonymous practitioner who recorded payments, wrote notes on alchemical texts and chymical recipes at one end of a notebook, with the other listing further remedies and particular treatments from 1669 to 1674.^[128](#f128){ref-type="fn"}^ One Dr. Bellingham maintained an interest in alchemical texts and remedies, recording ten cases under "some observations of the working of some medicines" in 1679.^[129](#f129){ref-type="fn"}^

The contest between Galenic and chymical schools of medicine came to a head in this period, and cases featured throughout their printed debates. William Walwyn, the leveler and lay physician who promoted Helmontian medicine, must have kept written records detailing the age, sex, disease, and remedy of his patients. His *Healths New Store-House Opened* (1661) [](#P-620){#P-620 ref-type="other"} and *Physick for Families* (1669) recount dozens of cases demonstrating the effectiveness of his mild remedies.^[130](#f130){ref-type="fn"}^ Thomas O'Dowde, the Royalist physician who attempted to establish a society of chymical physicians to rival the College of Physicians, used cases to promote the virtues of chymical physic.^[131](#f131){ref-type="fn"}^ George Thompson's *Aimatiasis: Or, the True Way of Preserving the Bloud* (1670) denounced Willis's promotion of bloodletting, using a single, elaborate case, taken from "among many I have taken notice of." Thompson, unlike O'Dowde, built his argument for chymical physic from reason, not cases.^[132](#f132){ref-type="fn"}^

Cases played a related but distinct role in the inquiries of the nascent experimental philosophers. John Ward, an Oxford-trained physician and clergyman, famously wrote sixteen small diaries from 1648 to 1681 documenting natural philosophical and medical inquiries in Oxford and London. These are chronological commonplace books, and the volumes from 1658 to 1669 include cases from his medical practice interspersed with historical and physiological speculations often drawn from other authors.^[133](#f133){ref-type="fn"}^ John Locke similarly recorded medical cases in his journals during the 1660s,^[134](#f134){ref-type="fn"}^ while Locke's collaborator, Thomas Sydenham, recorded the cases that informed his histories of diseases in *Observationes medicae circa morborum acutorum historiam et curationem* (1676).^[135](#f135){ref-type="fn"}^ Thomas Wharton, at St. Thomas's Hospital, London, recorded names, addresses, diseases, and prescriptions for around 150 cases in his 1663 almanac, indexed by disease, perhaps in preparation for a junto on histories of diseases at the College of Physicians.^[136](#f136){ref-type="fn"}^ As already noted, Henry Power's records of practice from 1665 to 1667 include the patient's name, date, disease, and charges for each remedy.^[137](#f137){ref-type="fn"}^ These are the years when Loss and Burwell, the Dorchester physicians, kept records of their competing practices.

Despite the ructions over chymical physic and the advent of experimental philosophy, the practices of writing casebooks remained unchanged [](#P-621){#P-621 ref-type="other"} throughout the century, yet fewer diaries and more collections of observations survive from the final decades. An exception is John Merewether's use, much like Thomas Wharton's two decades earlier, of an almanac as a medical diary. Merewether, a Wiltshire physician, recorded his "Praxis medica" beside monies and books lent, borrowed, and received on pages interleaved in *Riders British Merlin* that he bought annually for a decade from 1688.^[138](#f138){ref-type="fn"}^ From 1676 to 1696 Sir Edmund King, the surgeon, physician, and experimental philosopher, kept a book of cases listing date, name, age, disease, remedy, and the occasional outcome ("she dyed").^[139](#f139){ref-type="fn"}^ Casebooks are included among the dozens of volumes written by Christopher Love Morley, a Catholic physician, educated in Leiden and practicing in England in the 1680s. One volume of his notes is written in a uniform format, headed by a date on the left of the page, name in the center, and disease on the right, with details of the case and remedy below. The other volume presents the remedies in a tabular form. Both volumes are roughly chronological and seem to be complementary.^[140](#f140){ref-type="fn"}^

Printed books based on casebooks fared well in the second half of the seventeenth century. The surgeon Richard Wiseman used now lost casebooks as the basis of hundreds of cures in *A Treatise of Wounds* (1672).^[141](#f141){ref-type="fn"}^ The young Hans Sloane recorded observations of his medical practice from the 1680s.^[142](#f142){ref-type="fn"}^ As already noted, William Cockburn, a ship's doctor in the early 1690s, kept a journal of his practice that was the basis for his book about the diseases of seamen.^[143](#f143){ref-type="fn"}^ This was probably the norm among medical members of the maritime community, but most of the evidence for these practices dates from later decades.

Two changes are evident in attitudes toward cases and casebooks in the second half of the seventeenth century. Observations in their pure form were a scholarly genre to advance knowledge, yet the label "cases" [](#P-622){#P-622 ref-type="other"} was increasingly used more broadly, and included printed medical cases that served the dual purpose of advertising expertise and establishing credit. Daniel Turner, the eminent London surgeon, inverted the genre in his *Apologia Chyrurgica: A Vindication of the Noble Art of Chyrurgery* (1695), which calls for the regulation of practice in light of a series of cases in which quacks harm their patients by telling "many stories of their grand Achievements." Turner believed "these mens Credit is built on such lying and romantick stories."^[144](#f144){ref-type="fn"}^ By the end of the century, including cures in broadsides and pamphlets was commonplace as practitioners capitalized on London's medical marketplace.^[145](#f145){ref-type="fn"}^ Learned practitioners became wary of the use of cases to testify to skill, but did not stop including them in their books.

Second, cases and casebooks became objects of collection. As Ashmole began collecting astrological casebooks in the 1650s, medical cases and casebooks were increasingly collected and occasionally printed. Hall and his practice were famous, in part because he was married to Shakespeare's daughter, and James Cooke, a surgeon, translated, edited, and augmented the work for publication in 1657, with subsequent editions in 1679 and 1683. The astrologer William Salmon kept records of his practice from the 1670s and digested hundreds of his and other practitioners' cases in published observations, promising thousands more. Published in weekly installments from July 1681, each focused on a disease and set out the constitution of the sick body, the symptoms, causes, method of cure, and composition of remedy. These are based on his practice, with choice observations from notable physicians such as Mattheaus Platerius, Martin Ruland, Thomas Willis, and Abraham Zacutus interjected. Salmon's manuscripts are lost, but he saw print as a form of perpetuity and included in his observations "cases which have fallen into our Hands in *Manuscripts*, the which by Reason of the Service they may do the publick, We are Unwilling should Perish by the Devouring Jaws of Time."^[146](#f146){ref-type="fn"}^ Others were similarly motivated to print what had become historical casebooks. Excerpts from Mayerne's casebooks were published as *Praxis Mayerniana* in two volumes (1690, 1696), followed by another compilation, *Mayernii Opera* [](#P-623){#P-623 ref-type="other"} *Medica*, in 1700. In 1715 the anonymously published *General Observations and Prescriptions in the Practice of Physick* brought to light the casebooks of Daniel Oxenbridge, a physician who worked in London from the 1620s.^[147](#f147){ref-type="fn"}^ Sloane had a different approach to the preserving casebooks. In the early decades of the eighteenth century, as this article attests, he collected the majority of English examples that are now extant.

Conclusion
==========

This article began with an astrological consultation, the astrologer seated at his table, pen and paper at the ready. Through a comparison of astrological and medical records across two centuries, it charted developments in the ways in which English practitioners kept records and reflected on their practices. Astrologers had a long history of working from particular moments, stellar configurations, and events to general rules. These practices required systematic notation. Physicians increasingly modeled themselves on Hippocrates, recording details of cases as the basis for reasoned expositions of the histories of disease. Medical records, as other scholars have demonstrated, shaped the production of medical knowledge. The nature of these records as artifacts of medical encounters has instead been the focus of this article. Medical and astrological casebooks were serial records of practice. The term encompasses diaries, the observations into which they were digested, collections of successful cures, and registers of patients, remedies, and diseases. Casebooks derived from multiple traditions and a plurality of motives, converging in imperatives to write things down, which became increasingly prevalent across the spectrum of literate medical practitioners during the seventeenth century. Practitioners explored different methods of recording cases, using them to produce improved medical knowledge, to advertise sound methods, and to document the history of past practices. Forman's and Napier's casebooks are unique, but not unusual. Early modern medical records were produced within local medical politics and the broader worlds of paper technologies and epistemic genres. Casebooks document medical practices, but they also shaped them. The processes of producing the records---from jotted notes to printed observations---are as important to the history of medicine as the final product.[](#P-624){#P-624 ref-type="other"}
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